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Abstract

1

Previous
studies concerning
multiple inheritance
convinced us that a better analysis of conflict resolution mechanisms
was necessary. In [DHHM92],
we stated properties
that a sound mechanism has
to respect.
Among them, a monotonicity
principle plays a critical role, ensuring that the inheritance mechanism
behaves “naturally”
relative to
the incremental
design of the inheritance
hierarchy. We focus here on linearizations
and present
an intrinsically
monotonic
linearization,
whereas
currently
used linearizations
are not. This paper
describes the algorithm in detail, explains the design choices, and compares it to other lineariza-
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Inheritance concept
appears
to be one of the
most important
contributions
of object-oriented
systems and gives rise to numerous promising debates concerning its meaning, use and implemenMultiple inheritance,
as compared to sintation.
allows better code sharing and
gle inheritance,
structuring.
It is now offered by popular objectoriented languages such as C++ [Str86], CLOS
[SteSO], BET:‘L [KMMPN87] or EIFFEL
[Mey88].
However, diificulties
arise with its use, in particular the awkward problem of solving conflicts.
The ways of solving conflicts can be divided into
two main classes, depending on whether they request the designer to solve the conflict or proThe first alternative
is choceed automatically.
sen by C++ (explicit designation)
or EIFFEL (reThe representatives
of the secnaming clauses).
ond class are the linearization
techniques,
mainly
Old
used in languages built upon LISP -e.g.

tions, with LOOPS and CLOS taken as references.
In particular,
this new linearization
extends CLOS
and LOOPS linearizations,
producing the same results when these linearizations
are sound.
tPlease
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and NewFlavors [Moo861 [SB86], CommonLOOPS
[BKK+86],
LOOPS
[SB86], CLOS [SteSO], Y3
[DucSl], [DH91].
This paper concerns multiple inheritance
mechanisms dealing with conflicts and essentially dedicated to dynamic inheritance
of properties
--i.e.
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conflicts are solved at run time. We require the
mechanism
to be sound, efficient (in a time and
space complexity
context), entirely automatic and
as simple as possible for the user.
This mechanism is a basis for more complex computing -e.g.
method combination.
It can also be used as a default mechanism
when no specific information
on
the semantics of properties is available.

Until now, the only known automatic
methods
have been based on Zinearizations. They also fulfill the efficiency requirement,
but they are reproached
for producing
unclear and sometimes
contra-intuitive
results [BakSl], [BCK89], [RoySl].
In previous studies [HMHDSl] [DHHM92], we defined properties
that prevent conflict resolution
methods -notably
linearizationsfrom incoherent behaviors.
The central property is called monotonicity. Since studied linearizations
do not respect
the monotonicity
property,
we determined
conditions on the inheritance
graph for these linearizations to be monotonic.
After publication
of these
results, several OOP developers asked us for such a
monotonic
algorithm.
We now propose a new linearization,
which is monotonic,
but also very close
to used linearizations
-with
those of LOOPS and
CLOS taken as references.
However, the approach
differs somewhat from existing linearizations:
the
linearization
of a class is incrementally
built from
the linearizations
of its superclasses, following the
incremental
building of the inheritance
graph.

The paper is organized as follows: the rest of this
part introduces
the problem and the proposed solution using an example.
Part 2 is devoted to the
construction
of a sound mechanism.
We first recall
the monotonicity
property and related properties.
It is shown that these properties
are not fulfilled
by currently used linearizations;
however, it is also
proved that there is no ideal answer. Finally, we
present our approach and explain how our algorithm “extends” the known linearizations.
Part 3
develops implementation
issues.

Inheritance
allows
Building of Classes

Incremental

Let us first specify our framework.
The global inheritance graph is denoted by H. The inheritance
relation is intended to be reflexive, i.e. a class C
is a subclass/superclass
of itself, and may inherit
from itself. Given a.ny classes Cr and Cz, we note
Cr <H Cz if Cr is a subclass of Cz and Cr # Cz.
HC is the hierarchy of a class C, i.e. the restriction
of H to the superclasses of C. We consider here the
simplest form of inheritance:
a uniform inheritance
mechanism maps a class-property
pair (C, P) to a
class C’, if any exists, such that C’ is a superclass
of C which possesses P. P is said to be inherited
by C from C’. Then the value of P inherited in C
is the value of P in C’.
To evaluate or design an inheritance
strategy,
we have to consider what the user does and what
result he expects.
An important
part of “object
programming”
involves defining objects (classes or
prototypes,
according to the terminology of the language; we choose here the vocabulary of class-based
In this process, inheritance
allows incremental
building of classes, by creating
a new
class from existing ones -its
direct superclasses.

languages).

Figure 1 describes part of a taxonomy for boats.
A very general class Boat is created, then a class
DayBoat
is needed for the boats rented on the
beach, and so on. The definition of Boat includes
a property
NavZone,
which represents
the navigation zone, i.e. the maximal distance to harbour,
given in miles. DayBoat and WheelBoat
both specialize NavZone,
by fixing a specific value, respectively 5 miles (5M) and 100 miles (10044).
When using multiple inheritance,
several classes
can compete
for the definition
of a class,
e.g.
PedaEWheelBoat.
Here, DayBoat
and
WheelBoat
both transmit the NavZone
property
to PedaEWheeEBoat
causing a conflict for this latter class. The inheritance
mechanism has to give
a solution in accordance with the intuition of the
user.
Notice in this example that, according to
the semantics of the NavZone
property, the conflict should be solved by taking the minimal value
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Figure 2: What value for NavZone
herited in Pedalo?

SmallCatamaran

= LOOPS(P)
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1) = LOOPS(
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= (4 5 6 8)

1) = (1 2 3 7 4 5 6 8)

ply call them CLOS and LOOPS.
Let us recall the example in Figure 1. CLOS
and LOOPS produce the same bad result. With
PedalWheelBoat
is associated
the list (Pedal-

= (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8)

Figure

1:

Partial

taxonomy

for boats

WheelBoat

among the conflicting values. However, let us forget this correct but specific conflict resolution:
we
are only interested here in a generic default mechanism.
Let us suppose that PedalWheelBoat
inherits NavZone
from DayBoat.
SmallCatamaran
obviously inherits NavZone
from DayBoat
too.
Now consider
the class Pedalo.
Pedal0
being a direct subclass of PedalWheelBoat
and
the designer’s
goal is to
SmallCatamaran,

1.3

the

lo PedaZWheelBoat

Linearizations

DayBoat

WheelBoat

Boat).

EngineLess

WheelBoat

Small-

Catamaran SmallMuEtihull DayBoat Boat). Pedal0
inherits NavZone
from WheelBoat,
with value
100M.
As already mentioned,
this result may
surprise the user, since the direct superclasses of
Pedal0 both inherit NavZone
from DayBoat, with
value 544. Such a situation may be critical for navigational security!

behavior

Currently
used
not Monotonic

EngineLess

In this list, DayBoat
is the first class posThus PedalWheelBoat
insessing NavZone.
herits
NavZone
from DayBoat,
with value
544. The list associated
with Pedal0 is (Peda-

of PedaEWheelBoat
and
SmallCatamaran
(and also to refine it). He expects here that Pedal0 inherits NavZone as PedalWheelBoat
or SmallCatamaran,
thus inevitably
with value 5M (Figure 2).
Unfortunately,
this
result is not ensured by known linearizations,
as
shown in next section.

mix

should be in-

a single inheritance hierarchy, with the value of a
property P in C given by the first class in that list
which defines P. The list is obtained by a traversal
of Hc, usually in a more or less depth-first
manner. The linearizations
used respectively
in CLOS
[DG87], [BDG+88], [SteSO] and LOOPS [SB86] are
the two prevalent linearizations.
For short we sim-

(4)

Pedal0 (1)

CLOS(

[NavZone = 5M)

(7)

SmallMultihull (5)

&,,,(l)

SmallCatamamn

[NavZone = 5M)

NavZone = 100 M

EngineLess (3)

CLOS(2)
CLOS(4)

PedalWheelBoat

1.4

An Incremental Algorithm Computing a Monotonic Linearization

We state a monotonicity principle to protect the
inheritance mechanism from these defective behaviors. According to this principle, if a class C inherits a property P from another class C’, then one of
its direct superclasses must also inherit P from C’.
In other words, a property value cannot skip a generation (Pedal0 inherits NavZone
with the same
value as PedalWheelBoat
or SmallCatamaran).

are

A linearization (say L) is a mapping which, with
every class C, associates a list of its superclasses
(denoted by L(Hc) or L(C)) -called
class precedence list in CLOS. This list is then interpreted
as
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However, as shown later, it is not possible to define an “acceptable”
linearization
that is monotonic
on all hierarchies.
[DHHM92] studied already used
algorithms,
such as CLOS,
and characterized
the
conditions of their monotonicity.
We define here
a new mechanism which is intrinsically
monotonic.
It is unable to process some hierarchies, but it processes hierarchies
for which CLOS is not monotonic. As suggested by the incremental
aspect of
the monotonicity,
we propose to jointly build the
inheritance
hierarchy
and a monotonic
linearization.

2.1
2.1.1

adding Pedalo.
Instead of traversing the hierarchy of Pedal0 to compute its associated
list as
linearization
algorithms
usually do, we only consider the lists associated
with the direct superclasses of Pedalo, namely PedalWheeEBoat
and
SmallCatamaran.
These two lists are merged to
form the list for Pedalo, ensuring that classes are
ordered similarly in all the lists. Two points should
be raised: such a merging is not always possible and
there are clearly different ways of doing it. These
are discussed in the following sections.

2.1.2

EngineLess

DayBoat

WheelBoat

Boat)

Sm.allMultihull

Boat).

Pedalo,

.&ops

DayBoat

the

builds

PedalWheelBoat

EngineLess

SmallMultihull

DayBoat

Pedal0

inherits

NavZone

Then,
list

principle:

If C inherits
P from C’, with C # C’, then there is a
direct superclass of C which also inherits
P from C’.

for

For linearizations,
monotonicity
in the following way:

(Pedal0

SmallCatamaran
WheelBoat

Monotonicity

Monotonicity

and

= (SmallCatamaran

Masking

An inheritance
hierarchy may accept a great number of linear extensions,
and the question is what
characterizes a sound one. As previously explained,
the incremental conception of an inheritance graph
implies that the inherited behavior of a new class
should be easily understandable
from the behavior
of its direct superclasses.
This can be translated by
the following general principle:

(PedalWheelBoat

fTC;lOOPS(SmallCatamaran)

Sound Means

Thus, we will hereafter restrict the meaning of linearization to a mechanism which, with each class,
associates a linear extension of its hierarchy. As a
consequence, a linearization
offers an always sound
inheritance mechanism when there is no conflict.

Suppose
in Figure
1 that
the lists previously
associated
with Pedal WheelBoat
and
SmallCatamaran
are the same as in CLOS:
=

What

Since inheritance
relation is generally interpreted
as a specialization
relation,
almost all systems
agree that an occurrence of a property P in a class
C’ masks all other occurrences of P in superclasses
of C’, i.e. if C inherits P from C’, then C’ is one of
the most specialized superclasses of C where P occurs. A linearization
respects this property if and
only if it produces a list compatible with the inheritance relation, i.e. is a linear extension -or topological sortingof the inheritance hierarchy. That
is, in this list a class always comes before its superclasses. The main currently used linearizations
have this property,
notably CLOS and LOOPS.

Let us glance at our algorithm, we call .f&oPs
(the origins of this name are explained
in part
2.4). Referring to Figure 1, suppose that we are

.C&,ps(PedalWheelBoat)

Towards a Sound Inheritance
Mechanism

Definition

Boat).

(Monotonic

L is monotonic

with the same value as

class of C, L(C’)

PedalWheelBoat.
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can be defined

linearization)

for Hc if, for all C’ superis a sublist of L(C).

a and b, say c, is maximal if no superclass
of c is also a common subclass of a and b.

That is the restriction
of L(C) to the classes of
Hc, is exactly L(C’). From an incremental
viewpoint, the list of C can be built without traversing
C hierarchy, by a conservative
merging of the lists
of its direct superclasses --i.e. a merging retaining
the list orders.

2.1.3

Consistency
dence

with

the

local

prece-

order

w

--->

3

=1

*1

With 2 and 3 are respectively associated the linear
extensions (2 4 5 7) and (3 4 6 7)
CLOS(

with the extended

y/g&y
2?/

,v3

mon prefix (Hf.?); x1 <path x2 if Ci <precc CZ.

Consistency

precedence

T) Tc is the graph obtained from
Hc by adding the edges of the relation
<e (the notation T stands for “total”, or
“tournament”
in a graph theory sense,
since there is at least one edge between
any two vertices in the transitive closure).

Linearization-based
strategies use an implicit or explicit order on the direct superclasses of each class
-the
local precedence order of CLOS. This order is
usually given by the user, and corresponds to the
machine representation
of the graph. It becomes
inseparable
from the hierarchy.
In figures, when
not explicitly mentioned,
it increases from left to
right. We note precc the local order for a class C
and prec the union of these local orders for a hierarchy. Given Ci and Cz, we note Ci <prec C2 if there
is a C, with Ci cprecc C:!. Here prec is supposed to
be acyclic. prec also induces an order (say <path)
on paths leaving a class. Let Xi = (II C Cr . . . C,,)
and X2 = (II C Cz . . . C,) be two paths, with com-

2.1.4

(Extended

Definition
graph

1)

~(1234657)

CLOS is monotonic but not consistent with TI

prece-

LOOPS(l)

dence graph

LOOPS
C;,,,,(l)

we defined an extension of prec,
In [HMHDSl],
called <e, which provides an additional guide for
building a sound linearization.
It is based on the
following observation:
let us consider two classes
‘(say a and b) which are uncomparable
relative to
<H; if a and b have a common direct subclass (say
c), they are ordered by precc; otherwise, one intuitively looks at a “closest” common subclass of a
and b (say c), and orders a and b by extending the
local order precc.

= (1 2 5 3 4 6 7)

is consistent with Tl but not monotonic
-

.CLoops

(1 2 3 4 5 6 7)

is monotonic and consistent with Tl

Figure 3: Extended

precedence

graph

Note that <e may contain cycles since the paths
leaving a (maximal) common subclass may be shuffled. In addition the union of <Hc and <e may
also be contradictory
(Figure 3: Tl has a cycle
(3 4 5 3)). But, when Tc is acyclic, it totally orders
the classes of Hc; furthermore,
every linearization
computing this ordering is monotonic on Hc.

Definition

(<e) Given two classes a and
b, a <e b if there are two paths X1 =
(c . . . a) and X2 = (c . . . b) such that c
is a maximal common subclass of a and b,
and xr <path &J -a common subclass of

Definition
(Consistency
with T) A
linearization
L is consistent
with Tc if
L(Hc)
is included in the transitive
closure of Tc.
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In other words, for any uncomparable
classes a
and b, if a <e b, and there is no cycle in Tc going
through a and b, then a comes before b in L(Hc):
the unambiguous
part of Tc is included in L(Hc).
Let us consider Figure 3. The drawing of the hierarchy and prec suggest that class 5 should appear
before class 6 in the list of class 1. The extended
precedence
graph explains this intuition:
5 <e 6
and we do not have 6 <TV 5 (i.e. there is no path
from 6 to 5 in Tl). Assume that L is monotonic,
with L(2) = (2 4 5 7) and L(3) = (3 4 6 7). There
are two possible linear extensions of Hc, which respect the local order (2 <pTecl 3): (1 2 3 4 5 6 7) or
(1 2 3 4 6 5 7). The first one is consistent with Tl
(it is computed by ~~,,,,),
while the second one
is not, because 6 comes before 5 (it is produced by

Currently
not Sound

used

Linearizations

Acceptability

Criterion : An acceptable linearization
must produce
similar
results on hierarchies
which are similar
when taking prec into account.

are

More formally: Let Hcl and Hcz be any hierarchies provided with precedence orders pTecH, and
PTecH, respectively.
Suppose there is an isomorphism cf, from Hcl to Hcz, such that, for all classes

As previously
noted, CLOS and LOOPS
do not
guarantee
the monotonicity
property
(Figure 1:
both linearizations
order WheelBout
and DayBout
differently for PedaZWheeZBoat
and Pedulo).
[DHHM92]
studied
the relationships
between
CLOS
and LOOPS.
Let us recall one important
result: when LOOPS
is monotonic,
then CLOS
is monotonic
(actually, CLOS = LOOPS).
The
reciprocal is not true (see for example Figure 3).
Concerning the extended precedence graph, the following holds:

a and b of Hcl, a cprecH b #@(a> cprecH Q(b).
Then, for any acceptabll
linearization
L, L(Hc,)
= Q(L(Hc,)),
where @(L(Hcl))
denotes the list
obtained from L(H4)
by replacing each class with
its image by Q (see Figure 4). All currently used
linearizations
are acceptable.
We will hereafter restrict the meming of linearization
to an acceptable
linearization.

Result [Mug921 There

is no acceptable
linearization
which is monotonic
for all
graphs: see Figure 4.

Result

[HHM93] For all hierarchy
Hc,
LOOPS
is consistent
with Tc.
CLOS
is not always consistent with Tc, even if
monotonic (Figure 3),

Result [DHHM92]
LOOPS(Hc)

If Tc is acyclic,

= CLOS(Hc)

Monotonic

A priori, one could imagine several intrinsically
monotonic linearizations,
which are not related to
the structure of a given hierarchy.
An example of
an extreme case would be a linearization
based on
a lexicographical
order over the class names. Then,
changing the name of a class could change the behavior of its subclasses. These observations
led us
to define what an acceptable candidate is. A weak
requirement
for the linearization
mechanism is to
produce the same lists for hierarchies with the same
“structures”.

CLOS).

2.2

No hope for a Totally
Linearization

2.4
then

= Tc

The Proposed Approach:
tal Monotonicity

Incremen-

The solution we propose builds the linearization
and the hierarchy at the same time (and then incrementally), so that the linearization
is always monotonic. The algorithm is applied when inserting a
class C in the hierarchy, (e.g. C = Pedal0 in Figure 1). The lists associated with the superclasses

In summary, C LO S is monotonic on more graphs
than LOOPS,
but LOOPS is intrinsically
consistent with Tc, while CLOS is not. Both algorithms
produce the same result when the extended precedence graph is acyclic.

.69

Definition (Linearization

graph HL)

Given a linearization
L, the linearization
graph associated with a class C, denoted
by HL(C)
= (Vc,
EC), is a directed
graph, with vertex set Vc and edge set
EC. VC is exactly the vertex set of Hc.
EC is {(C, C;) s. t. C; is a direct superclass
of C} U {(a, b) s. t. b immediately
follows
a in the list of a direct superclass of C}.

v

v

Cl

Boat (8)

c2

t
WheelBoat (7)

Hc, and Hca are isomorphic subgraphs of Hc. Acceptable linearizations associated to classes Cl and Cz inevitably order 3 and 4 in reverse order, causing trouble
when C is inserted.

Figure 4: No monotonic

linearization

t
DayBoat (6)

on all graphs
EngineLess (3)

SmallMultihull (5)

t
PedalWheelBoat (2)

of C are supposed to be already computed by some
linearization,
say L. The method consists of trying to compute a linear extension of HC -C listthat is compatible
with the union of the lists associated with the direct superclasses of C. Such a
total order exists #one
can merge the lists associated with the direct superclasses of C, i.e. there
is no circuit (al . . . ug uq+i = al), where, for all
1 < i 5 q, there is a list in which a; comes before

t
SmallCatamaran

(4)

Pedal0 (1)

Figure 5: The linearization

graph for Figure

1

ai+1 *

2.4.1

Linearization

graph

The union of these lists is represented
by a graph,
we call linearization
gruph of C, noted Hh(C).
Classes of Hc form the vertex set of HL( C). Each
list associated with a direct superclass C; of C is
represented
as a path leading from the first class
(C;) to the last class (the most general class). In
addition, there is an edge from C to each of its direct superclasses.
See figures 5, 6 and 7 for examples (where L may be indifferently CLOS, LOOPS

There is a circuit (3 2 4 6 3)

Figure 6: The linearization

or ‘Good
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graph for Figure 4

Results

order: let e and f be successors of d; let C’; (resp.
Cj) be the greatest direct superclass of C (relative
to precc) which is a subclass of e (resp. f); then e

[Mug921

cprec; f if C; cprecc Cj (Figure 7: 2 <pl-ecf 3 and
The
5-c prect6). For C, we have prec& = precc.
union of these local orderings (a fortiori the union
of these local orderings and HL) may be contradictory --i.e.
may contain circuitsbut it is of no
importance
for the algorithm.

0 One can conservatively
merge lists associated with the direct superclasses of C
ifs HL(C) has no circuit.
l Given
L a monotonic
linearization
on
the superclasses
of C, L can be extended
to a monotonic
linearization
of Hc by
computing any linear extension of Hh(C).
Reciprocally,
any monotonic linearization
L of Hc produces
a linear extension of

2.4.3

L is acceptable,

When

HL(C)

yields

Algorithm

LEO,,,

Let us define the following generic notation
Cz:
given a linearization
L, lz is the linearization
defined as the application
of L to the linearization
to one vergraph HL; ( an d w h en H is restricted
tex, then Hq = H). Of course this notation has no
sense if HL~;. contains a circuit. Our algorithm basically consists in computing CL with L = LOOPS.
More precisely,
let C be the newly inserted
The
algorithm
first builds Hc;~,,~(C).
class.
(C) has a circuit, it produces an erIf HGmS
ror.
Otherwise,
it involves computing
LOOPS
(C) -actually
we use a slightly modOn HLkmPs
ified version of LOOPS,
see Appendix for more
details. E.g. with the linearization
graph of Figure
5, the resulting list is (Pedal0 PedalWheelBoat
EngineLess
SmallCatamaran
SmallMuItihulI
DayBoat
WheelBoat
Boat).
With the linearization graph of Figure 7, one obtains (1 2 3 4 5 6 7).

HL(C).
l

The

computing L on
an acceptable linearization

L’ of Hc.

In addition to ensuring acceptability
and monotonicity, a “good” linearization
should be consistent with TC and as close as possible to already
used linearizations
when these latter are sound.
These requirements
guided our definition of a local precedence order on HL(C) and our choice of a
linearization
algorithm.

2.4.4

Properties

of &OpS

is an acceptable and monotonic linearization which has other attractive
properties:

GOOPS

Figure

2.4.2

7: The linearization

Local

precedence

graph for Figure

3

Main

order for HL

we say,
If (a, b) is an edge of HL(C),
according to graph theory terminology,
that b is
a successor of a -rather
than a direct superclass,
which would not be correct here.
Let us note prec’ the precedence order on HL( C).
The restriction
of prec’ to the successor set of any
vertex d -we
note prec;is the following total

results

Remark.

l For all hierarchy
Hc, where Hc;oops(q
has no circuit, ,C~,,,,(C)
is consistent
with Tc [HHM93].
reduces the same results as
l GO0PS.P
LOOPS
and CLOS $LOOPS
is mono-

tonic [Mug92].
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In addition, C~,,,,
can be efficiently computed,
as detailed in the next section.
Remark that it
would not be possible to use CLOS
instead of
LOOPS
since there may be circuits in the union
of HL;~~~~(C)
and prec’. In addition, even when
this union is cycle free, ,C;,,,(C)
is not necessarily consistent with TC [HHM93]. The fact that
LOOPS
does not always respect the local order here prec’is not a problem:
first, prec’ has no
direct meaning here, it is only a part of Tc; secondly, the part of prec’ which is not respected by
LOOPS
is always a contradictory
part of Tc.

3

FUNCTION

J&,,,

(Graph H,

Class

:

a list

returns

(Graph H, Class C)
: returns a graph
(I) HL(C) vertex set + {C superclasses}
For all vertex y of HL(C),
Initialize
WCC(Y) to the empty list
(2) For all Ci direct
superclass
of C
---according
to precc order--Insert Ci at the end of Succ(C)
CurrentClass +- Ci
While CurrentClass
is not the last
element of L(Ci)
Let NextClass
be the class
following
CurrentClass
in L(Ci)
If NextClass 6 Succ(CurrentClass)
then insert
NextClass
at the end
of Succ(CurrentClass)
CurrentClass c NextClass
EndWhile
EndFor
(3) Return HL(C)
End BuildLGraph

we

C)

(1) HL(C) c

BuildLGraph(H,
Cl
{Build HL(C) from the lists associated
with the direct superclasses of C }
(2) Lc 6 LOOPS(HL(C))
{Compute LOOPS on HI,(C) }
of C does not belong
(3) If a superclass
then Exit uith failure
---there
is a cycle in HL(C)--else return LC

Graph

is built by considering
the direct superclasses of C, following precc.
For a given Ci, direct superclass of C, the edge CC; is created, then
L(Ci) is traversed.
Let L(C;) = (Ci = al . . . ak);
for all 1 2 j < k, an edge ajaj+l is created, if it
does not exist yet. Edges are represented as successor lists -denoted
Succ(y), for any y superclass of
C. Insertion of ajaj+r means that aj+r is added at
the end of Succ(aj).
Note that, the order in which
the direct superclasses of C are considered, and the
order in which the successor lists are built, ensure
that the successor lists are ordered following the
prec’ order defined for HL(C).
FUNCTION

For short,

Linearization

HL(C)

Global Algorithm

The global function is given below.
write L instead of C~oops.

the

mm)

Implement at ion Issues

3.1

Building

to LC

EndGOOPS

BuildLGraph

Complexity

construction
of HL(C)
and the algorithm
are detailed in next sections.
We prove
that these two steps have time and space complexity in O(size(Hc)),
where the size is the number
of edges. More exactly, let p be the number of C
direct superclasses,
and NC be the vertex number
of Hc.
Time complexity
is in c3(p2 x NC) and
space complexity
is in S(p x NC). In comparison, LOOPS
and CLOS have time complexity in
O( size( Hc)) and no additional space is needed, except for the computed list if it is saved.
The

Suppose that the global inheritance
graph H is
encoded by a vector of size N, where N is the number of classes of H, with indexes corresponding
to
classes. Each element of the array is a pointer to a
linked list encoding the direct superclass lists of the
corresponding
class. This structure is space linear
in the size of H .
Suppose that HL(C) is encoded by a pointer array as H, replacing direct superclasses lists by successor lists. This array also has size N. It is used

LOOPS
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FUNCTIONLOOPS

for any class C. However, for a given C, only indexes corresponding
to C superclasses are actually
used in &,,,(H,
C).

Computing

LOOPS

Class

C)

a list
(I) For all i superclass
of C
Initialize
SUSS[i] to the number of
direct
subclasses
of i in Hc
(2) Return STEP(C)
End LOOPS

:

HL(C) and Hc have same vertex set. Initializing the successor lists can be done in traversing
Hc, that is in time O(size(Hc)).
HL(C)
cannot
have more than Cf=‘=, ] L(0;) ] edges, where p is the
number of direct superclasses of C. Since a vertex
of HL(C) has p successors at most, the time complexity of the second step can be roughly bounded
by p x CT=, ] L(C;) ] or p2 * NC, where NC is the
number of classes of Hc, since &
] L(C;) I<
p x NC. We can reasonably
assume that the number of direct superclasses
of any class is bounded
by a low constant and thus the second step is linear
in the size of Hc.
Thus, the time complexity of BuildLGraph(H,
C) is C?(size(Hc)).
And the space complexity of
BuildLGraph(H
, C) is p x NC, which can be considered to be in O(size(Hc)).

3.3

(Graph H,

returns

FUNCTIONSTEP (Class C) : returns
a list
(1) For all y direct
superclass
of C
---according
to precc order--Decrement SUSS[y]
Endfor
L+(C)
For all y direct
superclass
of C
---according
to precc order--If SUSS[y] = 0 then L + L + STEP(y)
Endfor
(3) Return L
End STEP
(2)

Complexity
The recursive function STEP
clearly has a linear time complexity relative to the size of Hc, since
The
each edge of Hc is considered
only once.
vector SUBS can be initialized by traversing the
structure encoding H, considering only the classes
of Hc.
Thus, the time and space complexity
of
LOOPS
is linear in the size of Hc.
When considering HL(C) instead of Hc, replace
parameter
H by HL, and “direct superclass”
by
The previous reasoning about com“successor”.
plexity also holds for HL(C).

on HL(C)

First, we define LOOPS
as applied to an inheritance hierarchy, say Hc.
It is straightforward
to
apply it to HL(C) instead of Hc.
LOOPS
can be recursively
defined as follows
[DucSl]: LOOPS(Hc)
= (C) if C has no direct
superclass.
Otherwise,
let (Cr . . . C,) be the direct superclass list of C ordered by precc.
Then
LOOPS(Hc)
= (C+L(Cl)+
. . . L(C,)),
where “+”
denotes the concatenation
operator,
and, for all
1 5 i 5 p, L(C;) is LOOPS(Hci)
restricted to the
classes that do not belong to any Hc,, j <precc i.

4

LOOPS
can be implemented
with a linear time
and space complexity
relatively to the size of Hc.
The following is a possible implementation.
For the
needs of the algorithm, we define an N size vector
of positive integers indicating,
for each class, the
current number of its direct subclasses. Let us call

Perspectives

.&,,,
provides a monotonic linearization
which
extends known linearizations.
The list associated
with a class is not built by traversing its hierarchy
but by merging the lists of its direct superclasses.
One problem arises when these lists are not conit is not possible to incrementally
sistent, i.e.
build a monotonic linearization
(remark that the
local precedence order of the new class is never the
cause of a circuit in the linearization
graph). Two
main kinds of solutions are imaginable,
depending

it SUBS.

on whether
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it is allowed to modify

the inheritance

tension (of Hc) is to successively choose a minimal class among the remaining classes -a
minimal class means that all its subclasses in Hc already have been taken. ModLOOPS
specifies it
by applying a depth-first principle: it takes a minimal direct superclass of the class, the most recently taken, which possesses one minimal direct
superclass (i.e. it backtracks as little as possible).
When this class (say C’) has several minimal direct
superclasses,
ModLOOPS
chooses the least class
according preccl order.

graph or not. The first alternative settles the problem of reorganizing
the hierarchy. This may imply
modifying some local orders or adding new classes.
The second alternative
sacrifices monotonicity
and
gives priority to some classes.
Another open question is how to prevent future
incompatibilities.
One possibility is to maintain a
“global linearization
graph”. This solution is close
to Baker’s proposition
in [BakSl]. Briefly, Baker’s
proposition
involves computing
a linear extension
(say LH) of the global inheritance
graph, then the
list associated with each class C is obtained by restricting LH to C superclasses.
E.g. in Figure 4,
suppose that Ci is created before Cz. Then 3 comes
before 4 for all future specializations
of 3 and 4,
notably for C2. However, a linearization
based on
this principle is not acceptable
(according to the
criterion of 2.3).

CLOS
builds a linear extension of Hc, which
necessarily respects prec; the union of these two
relations must have no cycles. CLOS successively
chooses a Hc U prec-minimal
class among the remaining classes -a Hc U prec-minimal
class is a
class whose all subclasses in Hc and all predecessors by prec already have been taken. When several classes are available, it takes the Hc U precminimal direct superclass of the class, the most
recently taken, which possesses such a superclass
(i.e. it backtracks as little as possible).
Briefly, CLOS is depth-first when possible, i.e.

The system should also be able to propose a
“good” local prec for a new inserted class, for example a prec such that CLOS is sound, if any exists, or a prec that allows future extensions as far
as possible.

A

Appendix:
More
CLOS and LOOPS

when the depth-first principle does not bypass prec.
In comparison,
ModLOOPS
respects prec when
possible, i.e. when this respect does not bypass
the depth-first
principle.
See [DHHM92] [Huc92]
[Mug921 for detailed studies of these algorithms.

about

Let us first explain why we use a slightly modified version of LOOPS,
say ModLOOPS
(see algorithm in 3.3), instead of LOOPS itself. The linearization
ModLOOPS
is exactly LOOPS if the
inheritance
graph has no transitivity
edges -an
edge zy is a transitivity
edge if there is another
path from x to y. We have shown [HMHDSl]
[Huc92] that LOOPS does not behave correctly in
the presence of transitivity
edges. Indeed, a transitivity edge is from our viewpoint a redundant edge
that should be ignored by the linearization.
Then,
the linearization
must produce the same result on
a graph with transitivity
edges as obtained on the
latter graph when all transitivity
edges are deleted.
This property is not fulfilled by LOOPS -but
is
fulfilled by ModLOOPS
and CLOS.
One general

method

for building

a linear
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